Agreement on Cooperation Between
Shanghai University, P.R.CHINA and University of Lisbon

SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY, the People’s Republic of China, and UNIVERSITY OF LISBON, on the basis of established cooperation and mutual understandings, hereby agree to develop further cooperative relations between the two universities, and within their respective powers.

Area of Cooperation

The area of collaboration includes, based on mutual equality and the reciprocity of benefits, programs offered at either university and proposed by either as feasible and contributory to the fostering and development of the cooperative relationship between the two universities.

Methods of Cooperation

The two parties agree to encourage and promote the following academic and scholarly activities:

1. Exchange of faculty and staff members;
2. Exchange of students;
3. Conduct joint educational and research activities;
4. Joint research, lectures and symposia;
5. Provide for graduate coursework at the two universities;
6. Special short- and long-term academic programs;
7. Other activities such as deemed appropriate by mutual consent.

The terms and conditions for the implementation of any collaboration activity or program shall be mutually discussed and agreed upon in writing as addendum by both parties prior to the initiation of the particular activity or program. Both universities understand that all the financial arrangements should be negotiated in writing and will depend upon the availability of funds.
Effective Date and Length of Agreement

This agreement will remain in force for a period of five years, effective from the date of the last signature. After the initial five-year period, this agreement may be renewed by mutual written consent.

Either party reserves the right to terminate this agreement upon six (6) months written notice to the other. The event of termination will not affect the completion of any activity underway or any previously advertised activities at the time that the notice of termination is given.

Each party shall be responsible for assuring full compliance by its participants with applicable laws and regulations, including insurance, of the respective nations.
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President
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